NOTES
1. TEXT HEIGHTS AND WIDTHS AS SHOWN.
2. TEXT SHALL BE CENTRALLY LOCATED.
3. TEXT SHALL BE IN GREEN LETTERING ON A WHITE BACKGROUND WITH A 100mm WIDE WHITE BORDER.
4. CHEVRON MARKING SHALL BE 400mm WIDE GREEN STRIPS WITH 100mm WIDE WHITE LINES AS SHOWN.
5. CHEVRON LINES SHALL BE AT A 45° ANGLE TO THE KERB AS SHOWN.
6. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN UNIT MILLIMETRES.
7. MARKING SHALL BE ALIGNED FLUSH WITH GUTTER LIP.

NOTE: ALL DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETRES UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED
PLAN 1:5

NOTE: ALL DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETRES UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED

STREET NAME AND NUMERALS SET IN GILL SANS REGULAR CAP HEIGHT IS 105mm NUMERAL HEIGHT IS 39mm

MATERIAL IS 6mm ALUMINIUM SANDED THEN ACID WASHED FOLLOWED BY A TWO PACK ETCH PRIMER, THAN A TWO PACK POLYURETHANE TO A STANDARD COLOUR, GRAPHIC APPLIED THEN COATED IN A TWO PACK ANTI-GRAFFITI CLEAR COAT

LETTERING/LOGO IS CUT WHITE 7725/10 VINYL ON GREEN AS2700 G11 BOTTLE GREEN FIELD

VISABLE LENGTH VARIES 905/1005/1105/1205

SIGNAGE

STANDARD STREET NAME BLADES
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SECTION 1:20

NOTE: ALL DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETRES UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED
COMPONENTS:

1. Casting Component:
2. Braille Component:
3. Tactile Letters Component:
4. Base Component:

NOTE:
1. TACTILE BRAILLE SIGNS SHALL BE INSTALLED ON EVERY POLE WHERE TRAFFIC SIGNAL PUSH BUTTON EXISTS OR BEING INSTALLED. REFER TO ‘LEGIBLE SYDNEY DESIGN MANUAL’ FOR DETAILED SPECIFICATIONS.
2. SIZE, TYPE, CONTENT, LOCATION, MATERIAL AND INSTALLATION DETAILS OF ANY SIGNS SHALL BE SUBMITTED AND APPROVED BY CITY’S ELECTRICAL AND STREET FURNITURE’S ASSET MANAGEMENT TEAM.
3. TYPE, DESIGN, CONTENT, MESSAGING AND SIZE OF THE TACTILE SIGN VARIES DEPENDING ON THE TYPE OF THE POLE.
4. THIS DRAWING SHALL BE READ IN CONJUNCTION WITH DRAWING 6.3.3.
5. TACTILE/BRaille SIGNAGE SHALL BE LOCATED IN A STANDARD POSITION.
6. TACTILE/BRaille SIGNAGE SHALL BE PLACED ON THE RIGHT-HAND SIDE OF THE AUDIO TACTILE PEDESTRIAN CALL BUTTON.
7. THE CENTRE OF THE SIGN SHALL BE LEVEL WITH THE CENTRE OF THE AUDIO-TACTILE PEDESTRIAN CALL BUTTON.
NOTE:
1. TACTILE BRAILLE SIGNS SHALL BE INSTALLED ON EVERY POLE WHERE TRAFFIC SIGNAL PUSH BUTTON EXISTS OR BEING INSTALLED.
2. SIZE, TYPE, CONTENT, LOCATION, MATERIAL AND INSTALLATION DETAILS OF ANY SIGNS SHALL BE SUBMITTED AND APPROVED BY CITY'S ELECTRICAL AND STREET FURNITURE'S ASSET MANAGEMENT TEAM.
3. TYPE AND SIZE OF THE TACTILE SIGN VARY DEPENDING ON THE TYPE OF THE POLE.
4. THIS DRAWING SHALL BE READ IN CONJUNCTION WITH DRAWING 6.3.3.
5. TACTILE/BRAILLE SIGNAGE SHALL BE LOCATED IN A STANDARD POSITION.
7. THE CENTRE OF THE SIGN SHALL BE LEVEL WITH THE CENTRE OF THE AUDIO-TACTILE PEDESTRIAN CALL BUTTON.

NOTE: ALL DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETRES UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED